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Abstract. With the large scale development of the power grid, the refined asset management has 
become very important in the power grid enterprises. The traditional asset management mode is 
extensive which can not meet the requirements and needs from the power grid enterprises. In this paper, 
an improved management organization system will be constructed on the purpose of spreading the 
concept of life cycle asset management of power grid projects. In addition, a cost calculation model is 
given to help the power grid enterprises to control and monitor the power grid project costs. The 
considerations in this model, such as initial investment, operation cost, reliability cost and 
environmental protection cost, will provide references for refined asset management of power grid 
projects. 

Introduction 
With the rapid speed of power grid construction and investment, the assets of the power grids have 

formed a large scale in China. However, the asset quality and efficiency of power grid are still low 
which seriously hampered the healthy and development of the power grid enterprises. To the power 
grid enterprises, it’s necessary to manage the power grid projects carefully. 

Under the traditional management mode, the investment, construction and operation were 
decentralized. That makes the management departments can not communicate with each other 
effectively enough. Facing with the new developing problems in power grid engineering, the Life Cycle 
Cost theory (LCC) can deal with the problem from a macro perspective. 

In the LCC management mode, the power grid enterprise should adjust and improve its organization 
firstly and form an integrated one instead. In this new organization, the process of investment, 
construction and operation will be controlled totally. Meanwhile, the clear divisions of the functions 
ensure the effective information communication. Consequently, the manager can make specific 
decisions to power grid design and construction from its life cycle. 

So based on LCC theory, a new management mode will be built in this paper. It will consider with all 
the stages of power grid project. From the power grid enterprise’s angle, the asset calculation model 
will be studied based on the power grid equipment cost. The uncertainty research of power grid cost 
will provide a basis for further LCC management of power grid project. It can also help the power grid 
enterprise to build an asset management system and lead a sustainable developing way for power grid 
enterprise. 
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Literature Reviews 
The LCC asset management researches were mainly from two aspects: equipment management and 

planning applications. There are some research results in these aspects. 
(1) Equipment management. With the fuzzy modeling methods, reliability analysis was introduced 

to solve the prediction and decision-making problems of the transformer [1]. The retired and update 
strategies were deeply studied based on LCC. As well, the update and maintain strategies of 
equipments were explored by probability distribution method [2]. Markov Chain Model was also used 
in the cost analysis of transformer substation and its application was proved well in the equipment 
aging stage [3]. Under the circumstances of electric system reform, a 3R method (Run, Refurbish and 
Replacement) was proposed to control the equipment risks of the power grid project [4]. Based on the 
3R method, the equipment investment and equipment risks will be balanced to enhance and improve 
the asset management levels. 

(2) Planning applications. In the process of planning and design of power grid engineering, LCC 
management mode is conducive to control the asset risks. By considering with the power distribution 
network design, LCC was adopted to improve the voltage level design [5]. With Matlab software, a life 
cycle cost management model about mixed energy was constructed in order to decide the optimal 
combination energy consumption plan and reduce the cost [6]. By taken LCC analysis method, the 
configuration problem of different resonant circuits and theirs breakers was studied. The result showed 
that providing a degree of elasticity can design a lowest cost circuit [7]. Based on life cycle cost, an 
economic assessment was given to analyze the economic feasibility of a power plant. The results 
provided a new path or method for plant investment decision [8]. 

With the analysis above, LCC theory was popularly used in electric power engineering management. 
It is imperative to bring it into the asset management of power grid project and explore its cost model 
in the life cycles. The improved organization based on LCC theory and the cost calculation model will 
be introduced as follows. 

Improved Management Organization of Power Grid Projects 
As mentioned before, an improved management organization should be the first step for asset LCC 

management. Combing with the practices of power grid projects in China, an improved asset 
management organization is built as shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 An improved asset management organization of power grid projects 

 
As shown in Fig.1, as a total life cycle management method, the mind and idea should be present in 

every stage of power grid project, such as planning, design, construction and operation. In other words, 
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each process should take the asset into the consideration. The improved organization system has the 
two new features: 

(1) Integration. The traditional power grid management focused on the construction process. Each 
stage and department only cared about the businesses belongs to themselves. However, under the 
improved organization system, the total life cycle cost should be considered at the beginning of the 
power grid projects. The whole construction process will be controlled and supervised in this system. 
Meanwhile, all processes and theirs information will be integrated and shared to every department. The 
collected information is the basis of the power grid project and asset management which will provide 
references for decision makers in order to fulfill the asset optimization. 

(2) Coordination. The coordination in the improved organization system means that the talent 
resource communication and information integration are important. In the different process of power 
grid construction, the work targets of all staff should be unified and serve for the asset optimization of 
power grid projects. Information exchange system, benefit sharing system and incentive system should 
be formulated in the organization to ensure the spread of this management concept. 

Based on this improved organization system, a cost calculation model will be built in next section 
with the purpose of cost optimization of power grid project in total life cycle. 

Cost Calculation Model of Power Grid Projects 
Under the improved asset management system, all processes of power grid project should be taken 

into account and optimized. Compared with traditional management mode, the improved cost 
calculation model will mainly consider the cost of reliability and environmental protection. 

(1) Reliability cost 
The cost ensuring the power supply reliability is called reliability cost. In other words, it is not just a 

simple cost which can be seen as a service quality from supplier to consumers. In short term, the 
reliability will be guaranteed by auxiliary service, such as frequency modulation, voltage regulation and 
backup. In long term, it should be protected by enough capacity. 

The power outage is a direct form of reliability cost. The reducing losses by power outage can be 
taken as a benefit of reliability investment. The optimal capacity should be the minimum capacity 
ensuring the power grid reliability. In this paper, the reliability cost will be calculated by reliability 
price. 

(2) Environmental protection cost 
Unlike the power plants, the power grids do not produce direct pollutions. The main environmental 

protection costs are from electromagnetic radiation and noise pollution. They are harmful to human 
beings, so there are strict control standards in the process of power grid operation. The environmental 
assessment, environmental monitoring and penalty constitute the environmental protection costs. 
Different design and planning will produce different costs. A ratio of initial investment will be used in 
this model to present this cost. 

A cost calculation model is built with the considerations of initial investment, operation cost, 
reliability cost and environmental protection cost. 
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PV stands for the present value of the power grid project in equation (1) and AV stands for annual 
value in equation (2). P represents the initial investment of power grid project. The discount rate is r. T 
is the total life cycle of power grid project, and t stands for the tth year of the life cycle T. COt stands for 
the operation cost in the tth year, it is decided by design plans and different chosen equipments. CRt 
stands for the reliability cost, it can be similarly calculated by reliability price. CEt represents the 
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environmental protection cost, it can be got via Bt×P where Bt stands for the ratio of environmental 
protection cost in the tth year. And ST stands for the salvage of the power grid project. 

The model can be used to make decisions and choices between different power grid power plans. 
Based on the life cycle theory, it can cover the shortage of traditional management method, especially 
in the aspects of long term benefits, reliability and economy. The result can accord well with practice 
even more. 

Summary 
In conclusion, the asset management is one of the most important contents in power grid projects. A 

suitable system or method can enhance the management level of it and help the managers to control the 
cost risks well. In this paper, by introducing the theory of total life cycle, an improved asset 
management organization was built firstly. All construction processes of power grid project are taken 
into the consideration, such as planning design, construction, and operation. It will help the enterprises 
to integrate the resources and improve the information communication. Then a cost calculation model 
was given to analyze the factors influential to the power grid costs. The model gave full considerations 
to the cost of reliability and environmental protection. Compared to traditional asset calculation, the 
effectiveness proposed in this paper is positive and it will be widely used in practice. 
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